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What Are You  
Weighing?

I Am Weighing The Packed Container     
 
METHOD 1: Weighing the packed container using  
calibrated and certified equipment.

I Am Weighing The Component Parts   
 
METHOD 2: Weighing all packages and cargo items,  
including packing materials and the tare weight of the container,  
then adding the sum of all weights together to provide a  
verified weight.
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SOLAS:  What the Changes Mean for You
Changes to the SOLAS shipping treaty mean all shipping container weights must be 
properly verified by an approved method of weighing. Avery Weigh-Tronix have designed 
this simple guide to help you understand the method and equipment available to achieve 
compliance. 

Container weight verifications can be achieved in two ways. Either method requires that 
your scales be maintained and calibrated on a regular basis to ensure weighing accuracy.
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WEIGHBRIDGE/TRUCK SCALE

 › In/out weighing
 › Avoid overloading penalties
 › Maximise vehicle capacity 

and fuel efficiency
 › Legal-for-trade weighing of entire vehicle

FLOOR & BENCH SCALE

 › Ideal at goods in/out
 › Weighs at very high accuracy
 › Floor scale with optional 

ramps for drive on capability

FORKLIFT SCALE

 › Extremely robust, compact weighing solution
 › No need to stop and unload at a scale
 › Real time data acquisition and 

transfer via wireless 

TRAIN WEIGHING

 › Static or in-motion weighing 
of rail cars or wagons

 › Easily installed on existing track
 › Monitor and record deliveries 

into and out of site
CONTAINER JACKS

 › Attach, weigh and pack away in under 5 minutes
 › Confirm load distribution and share weight data instantly
 › 50kg resolution/division size

AXLE WEIGHING

 › Static and in-motion 
weighing

 › Avoid overloading 
and uneven loads

 › Improve compliance 
and health and safety




